MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES IN NURSING HOMES
(Executive Summary)

BACKGROUND ANALYSIS
1. Texas has approximately 1,200 nursing homes, an overwhelming portion of which are skilled
nursing facilities.
a.
b.
c.

Around 92,300 patients reside in these facilities. They are the most vulnerable of our
Texas elderly.
And for the most part, they have no funds to pay their co-insurance or deductible.
Approximately 39% of the dual eligible population reside in roughly 382 rural and
underserved area nursing homes.

2. Mental Health Services in nursing homes have 2 components:
a.

Psychiatric evaluations and med management designed to reduce the use of
unnecessary psychotropic drugs and the referral of patients as indicated for
psychological intervention. These are performed by psychiatrists and psychiatric trained
advanced nurse practitioners for the most part.

b.

Psychological intervention is the treatment for mental illness and behavior disturbances
in which the health care professional establishes a professional contact with the patient
through definitive therapeutic communication/interaction, attempts to alleviate the
emotional disturbances, reverse and/or change maladaptive patterns of behavior
and/or encourage personality growth and development. Additionally, psychological
intervention can support the need for psychotropic medications in combination with
psychotherapy. These are performed by psychologists and clinical social workers for the
most part.

3. Approximately 70% of nursing home patients are on 2.5 to 5 psychotropic drugs, in addition to
other medications.
a.

These psychotropic drugs are primarily prescribed for anxiety and depression.

b.

Rather than balancing their use, often more drugs or an increased dosage is added to
the regimen by the nursing home clinical staff hoping to clinically stabilize the patient.

c.

Without professional psychiatric evaluations and drug management , not only will the
mental health of the patient not improve but the government funding of psychotropic
drugs will escalate, as will the need for government paid additional medical services due
to resulting compromised conditions.

d.

A list of the top psychotropic drugs is attached along with their average wholesale price.
Reducing the use of psychotropic drugs by even one of these drugs per month for each
patient would bend the cost curve of providing unnecessary psychotropic drugs.
Savings thru good mental health care management is the result.

e.

Patients who reduce their use of psychotropic drugs and enter psychological therapy
demonstrate an improved ability to think, ambulate and interact in the nursing home
environment, thus reducing nursing home costs associated with patients with
deteriorating conditions. Savings thru good mental health care management is the
result.

4. Psychology services includes insight-oriented, behavior-modifying and/or supportive
psychotherapy and is a process in which the therapist establishes a professional relationship
with the patient and through definitive therapeutic communication, attempts to alleviate the
emotional disturbances, reverse or change maladaptive patterns of behavior, and/or encourage
personality growth and development or support current level of functioning.
5. Access to quality “Mental Health Services” is not available to a significant degree in rural Texas
and even less so in rural nursing homes. Telemedicine bridges this gap.
a.

Medicare actively supports the use of telemedicine in rural areas for quality Mental
Health Services.

b.

Telemedicine is a fledgling delivery system for quality medical services for our rural
population.

c.

It also promises the same cost savings in mental health services noted in this document
in the rural areas, and particularly in rural nursing homes, which are recognized as
significantly underserved. The Texas counties designated as rural counties can be found
on the attached Map.

d.

The reductions implemented in January 2012 to the deductable and coinsurance of dual
eligible patients, particularly in nursing homes, will result in the current very few
providers to rural Texas cutting staff and then exiting this market. Few if any providers
will enter this market to satisfy the need of patients and reduce the cost to the system
as discussed herein.

6. Mental Health Services in nursing homes are billed to Medicare under the CPT codes attached
hereto.

7. Mental Health Services (a combination of Psychiatry and Psychology):
a. reduce significantly drug and related health care costs to the government, much in
nursing homes.
b. improve the quality of life for Texas’ most dependent elderly residing in nursing homes.
c. are as a whole a small portion of the overall cross over payments Texas has historically
made and even are a lesser sum when looking at the nursing home covered by this
benefit.
8. The projected savings from the reductions implemented January 1, 2012, exceed the amount
required by the State Legislature by roughly $180m.

Recommendations

Based on a cost / benefit analysis to the state and to the elderly:

a. Exempt Mental Health Services (psychiatry and psychology) in nursing homes from the
reductions. Savings justify the exemption per se.
b. Exempt the fledgling telemedicine business in rural Texas where so many elderly cannot
obtain high quality medical services as needed, especially mental health Services.
c. Retroactively reinstate funding for these Services to January 1, 2012, since the impact of the
reductions will take months to offset in the ordinary cost of the health care professionals and
those who will leave before any going forward payments are made.

Billing Codes
Psychiatry
90801
90862

Psychology
90801
90816
90818
90847
90853
96116
96118
96101

Cost Comparison of Commonly Prescribed Psychotropics

